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BSC
begins
MolcolmX
dedication
· Following are some excerpts from the
Eulogy delivered by actor Ossie Davis at
El-Haiff Malik's (Malcolm X) funeral on
Feb. 27, 1965.
"Here at this final hour, in the quiet,
Harlem has come to bid farewell to one of
its brightest hopes, extinguished now, and
gone from us forever."
"For Harlem · is where he worked
and where he struggled and fought his
home of homes, where his heart was, and
·where· his people are and it is, therefore,

Father
reveals
farm
workers
plight

College

.A'!£

energy
condition
·stable

candidates
nominated

Throughout the week, Father John
· Heneghan has been drawing large crowds
in the SUB Pit. He has been speaking and
answering questions concerning the lettuce boycott and the plight of the farm
worker.
Father Heneghan was here one year
ago, doing essentially the same thing. He
said to students here recently that he had
experienced a "lynch-mob" ·attitude in
Yakima. Many farmers are, needless to
say, unsympathetic.
Father Heneghan explained that "the
small farmer is caught." He has lost the
right to price his goods, but still must
meet demands from his workers.
Heneghan feels that the inclusion ·of
unemployment benefits, workman's compensation, and woman's and minors' acts

Last weekend . the ASC held its
The situation with Central's energy
nominating convention in McConnell Audi· · consumption remains constant with little
torium to select candidates for the possibility of shortages in .the future, said
upcoming Feb. 12 election. The delegate Paul Bechtel, director of the physical
convention drew about 100 delegates out plant.
of · 500 possible, according to the ASC
Heating consumes the largest amount of
convention organizers.
fuel running in sub-zero weather 10-12,000
The Campus Crier drew fire from the gallons per day. Consumption depends
convention keynot~r, John Atwell, who . upon weather and other factors invo~ved .
criticized the newspaper for lack of in heating, Bechtel said. The physical
coverage of the convention.
plant's heating facility located on ,lower
The following candidates were nominat- campus relies on natural gas, this has been
interrupted due to the energy crisis .Fuel·
ed by the convention.
oil which is supplied by a state contract is
,
President:
the current source of energy and coal is
Pat Reily, Steve Haas
· kept in standby.
"There has been no interruption in our
Executive Vice-President:
.
supply
of fuel oil to run the plant and as
John Presson, Morie Chandler
yet we don't see any problems," said
"would add considerable- weight to a . Administrative Vice-President: ·
Bechtel.
healthy economy."
John Atwell Daniel Shattock
Gasoline consumption for the campus
The clergyman strongly recommended
vehicle fleet has been hard to get. All
that only "iceberg" lettuce, bearing the
Faculty Senate:
UFW seal, be purchased. Students are
Position l: Cathy Cockrill
Position 2: Bob DiCerbo
asked not to purchase lettuce without
union labels (the UFW label pictures a
Position 3: Patty Pica
black Aztec-style eagle) and all California
table grapes.
,., Campus
·
J ud"1c1a
· 1:
Father Heneghan is personally commitPosition 1:
Marvil Minium Sue
ted to the Chavez struggle, and feels it
Christman
will eventually succeed. "Chavez has a Position 2: John Nichols, Rick Cameron
1

-The «~andidates ha ve begu~ a speaking
tour beginning yesterday in the SUB Pit.
Tuesday, the candidates will begin
visiting the dorms on campus for three
consecutive days and end the scheduled
campaigning with another Open Forum in
the SUB Pit from 1-3 p.m.
ASC nomina~ions
1

most fitting that we meet once again, in
Harlem, to share these last moments with
him.
"For Harlem has ever been gracious to
those who have loved her, have fought for
her, and have defended ·her honor even to
the death . It is not in the memory of man
that this beleaguered, unfortunate but
nonetheless proud community has found a
braver, more gallant young champion than
this Afro-American who lies before us
unconquered still."
"I say the word again as he would want
me to: Afro-Ameri_can, Afro-American
Malcolm, who was a master, was most
meticulous in his use of words. Nobody
knew better than he the power words
have over minds of men. Malcolm had
·stopped being a 'Negro' years ago.
"It had become too small, too puny, too
weak a word for him. Malcolm was bigger
than that. Malcolm had become an
Afro-Ameriean and he wanted, so desper,ately, th~t- we, that all his people, would
become Afro-Americans too."
"There are those who will .consider it
their duty, as friends of the Negro people,
to tell us to revile him, to flee, even from

(continued on page 2 )

Tuesday, Feb. 5
Moore Hall
Stephens-Whitney
Kennedy
North
certain mysticism about him. His cause is
Wilson
different and always moving," said the·
priest.
Wednesday, Feb. 6
Father Heneghan is afraid that America
RHC
is taking a "ho-hum" attitude toward the
QaviesUnited Farm Worker's struggle. "I hope
Quigley
they don't begin to say, "Oh, they're on
Meisner
that again."
Sparks
The media coverage given Chavez has
Beck
bee:n fair, he feels. The Canadian
Hitchcock
Broadcasting Company gave him a whole
hour recently for a nation wide broadcast.
Thursday, Feb. 7
The New York Times and the Washington
Student Village
Post have been very good to him."
~ueLombard
"I think he'll win out, ultimately, Father
Kamola
Henegha.n . said. "People have tried for
Courson
years to organize farm workers, and
Chavez may really succeed."
- Friday, Feb. 8
Sub Pit Open Forum

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

6:00
7:00
7:30
8:00'
8:30
9:00
9:30

vehicles have switched to the use of
regular gasoline.
7:00
The college has begun buying smaller
7:3o economy cars instead of the larger makes.
8:00 ' "We have purchased seven Pinto sized
8 =30 automobiles and only purchased absolutely necessary larger vehicles such as vans,"
he said.
1-3

'l .

'

BSC begins dedication
(continued from page 1)
the presence of· his memory, to
save ·ourselves by writing him
out of the history of our
turbulent times."
"However much we may have
differed with hiin, or with each
other about him and his value as
a man, let his going from us serve
only to bring us together, now.
Consigning these mortal remains
to earth, the common mother of
all, secure in the knowledge that
what we place in the ground is no
more now a man, but a seed,which
after the winter of our discontent
will come forth again to meet us.
And we will know him then for
what he was and is, a prince, our
own Black shining prince, who
didn't hesitate to die, because he
loved so."
Feb. 25, 1974 marks the ninth
anniversary of the assasination
of El Haff Malik. The Black
Students of Central will be
preparing a three week series of
articles onEl Haff Malik, with the
purpose in mind of commemorat-

ing a great liberator and describing his contributions to the.
struggle for human dignity.
The first article on Feb. 7 will
be devoted to a biographical
sketch of El Haff Malik and the
influencing factors which were
instrumental in him formulating
his convictions. The second article on Feb. 14, will deal with his
trip to Mecca 11.nd the effect it
had on his way of thinking and
the final article, Feb. 21, will
describe El Haff Malik's impact
on struggling peoples.
The Black Students of Central
dedicate these articles to Betty
Shabazz, El Haff Malik's widow,
and her children and all the
people who have died and will
continue to die in the struggle for •
human rights and dignity. We ·
hope that you will find these
articles educational and beneficial in understanding the man,
his times and his ideas.
Yours in the Struggle for
Power to the People

.

.'I think
I'll pick
·this one.'

SHOESOLE
~O~ 0$!1' Ol\(
· llloif J-!o~~ ·
423 N. Pearl

Phone:

925-4310

ANNOUNCING.
THE NEW ADVENT /2
I

I . I

_ The new Advent/2 speaker system is meant to be
. the most satisfying lowcost loudspeaker available. It has wider range,
higher · effecie.n cy, and '
greater power-handling ability than other speakers
in its price class, and its
overall sound quality is
edremely close to that of
the best speakers at any
orice.

$59.50
How is such high performance
low price possible?

at such a

The Advent/2 enclosure represents the first use
of modern plastics tehcnology to equal the
acoustic performance of a wood cabinet at far
lower cost. The money saved has been put into
the speakers themselves. For example, the
woofer has a magnetfc system as massive as that
of the widely dispersed original Advent .
loudspeaker. The two tweeters guarantee
widely-dispersed highs and immense power·
handling capability. In short, the speaker sounds
as ·good as it looks!
For absolutely convincing sound at the lowest
possible cost, the Advent/2 is the speaker to
buy!

. E!R~DmA"
. ...
.

.

. 'Jesus people' and gays
clash at Open Forum
by Ron Frederiksen
"I don't
consider
myself
sick," a fem.ale member of the
panel said "I have come to terms
with the fact that I am gay."
Father Peter Hagel of the
Center for Campus Ministry
mediated an open forum on
homosexuality in the SUB pit
last week. Two student homosexuality advocates were opposed by a faculty member and
another student.
A lecturer from the Anthropology department, Catherine
Sands, said homosexuality

0

"happens to people in a society
where pressure and stress is so
great this is just one avenue.
When people are in a tribal
situation, this doesn't go on."
The male homosexuality advocate said that psychiatrists
"really don't know what causes
homosexuality. The studies point
toward a sociological aspect,
however."
In response to a question from
the audience he continued, "I do
love women. I have a girlfriend ...
being a homosexual doesn't mean
that I can't love."

"Police harass homosexuals
quite frequently in large cities,"
he added. "The police use very
vague laws ... in arresting people.
They make a big deal out of jaywalking at two o'clock in the
morning."
A "straight" member of the
panel said that he objects to
homosexuality on Christian
grounds. "I'm not against it in
the sense of a homosexual relationship," he said. "I disagree
when there is any sexual contact.
I believe the beauty of sex is
between a man and woman."
A "gay" member of the panel
said that attitudes are changing.
"Five years ago we couldn't have
held this (panel)," he said. "Many
will sUl not accept the sexual
aspect (of homosexuality)," he
added. "People associate the
feminine myth with homosexuality. Homosexuality becomes a
threat to people trying to find
their 'masculinity'. fifty per cent
of males have some kind of homosexual experience," he concluded.

One observer ac'cused the
homosexual members of the
panel of being "sick." "This is a
disease," he said. "It must be
cured."
Both members informed him
that a high-ranking group of
They'll love to hear from you.
psychologists have recently
"stricken homosexuality off the
disease list."
And it's only about 55¢ to call anywhere
The female homosexuality advocate assured the crowd that
in Washington State, on Sunday,
she was perfectly normal. "I
went through all the tests at the
UW medical school," she said.
for three minutes when you dial yourself
\
"And I passed with flying
colors."
Father Hagel concluded that
there is a "growing tendency in
the Catholic church to accept the
homosexual." Father Hagel said
that "no church will advocate
homosexuality" but many have
come to recognize it.
More open forums will be held
on Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
Future topics will include pre' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' maritial sex and euthanasia.

MAKE IT SPECIAL.
CALL HOME.

Hitchhiking amendments proposed,
mother appeals for total repeal
The state legislature is mount- favor of total repeal at the hear- ture." Pence continued, "lf she
ing an effort to repeal the ing. Ms. Devine argued that gets enough signatures to form
present hitchhiking law in Wash- hitchhiki~ is correlated to sex an initative, it will be voted on in
the next general election in
ington. The repeal would com- crimes, such as rape.
.
pletely prohibit hitchhiking of all
Ms. Devine is the mother of November." Ms. Devine would
Kathy Devine, a 14-year-old not disclose the number of signakinds.
The hitchhiking law in effect in - Seattle girl who was found dead tures she has collected but it is
Washington allows hitchhiking along a wooded roadside near believed she is well on her way to
on all roads except freeways and Olympia. Kathy Devine was last the number of signatures requirlimited access highways.
'
seen soliciting a ride on Aurora ed, according to Pence.
Four repeal bills were intro- A venue in Seattle.
Senators Ted Peterson and
duced to the legislature, two in · Pence said that Ms. Devince Slim Rasmussen proposed the
the House and two in the Senate, and her daughter, Sherry, made repeal bells to the legislature.
according to Roger Pence, an aid a tearful, emotional appeal to the Neither senator could be reached
to Representative Jeff Douth- committee members and to the for comment.
waite. Pence said that "all four crowd to ban hitchhiking in order
Representative Mike Parker
bills are presently in committee to prevent any more deaths such favored total repeal but would
and there's a good chance they as Kathy's.
compromise on an amendment if
won't come out for quite a while."
However, the majority of the necessary, he said.
Pence was refedng to - the persons attending the hearing
Asked why he favored repeal,
reluctance on the part of some were against total repeal or he said, "I have not heard anyone
committee members to move the amendments to the present law. arguing that hitchhiking is not
bills out of committee.
According to Pence, more than dangerous. My major concern is
Senator Pete Francis is the twenty-five speakers, mostly stu- for the young people."
chairman of the Senate Judiciary dents and representatives of
To leave messages with OlymCommittee which has two of the . environmental ' groups, spoke pia legislators, the free "hot
bills, and Senator Gordon Wal-- against the bills. _
line" phone number is 1-800-562gren is chairman of the Trans"Ms. Devine," Pence said, "is 6000.
portation and Utilities Commit-· gathering signatures on a petitee which holds a third bill. Both tion to present to the legisla- Thursday, Jan 31, 1974 --page 3
Senators are against repeal of ~ . - - - - - - - - ··- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
any kind.
Lobbyist Pete Turner said,
"The repeal bills now in committee probably will not come out as
they are worded now." Several
amendments have been proposed
by senators and representatives, according to Turner.
The Judiciary Committee held
pm
a hearing on Jan. 21, to allow the
public to express, their opinions
DAILY
on the proposed amendments. A
standing room only crowd attended the meeting, according to
Pence.
Representative Jeff Douthwalte proposed an amendment
that would prohibit hitchhiking
by any person under 16 years of
Spend spring vacation in beautiful Hawaii _
age unless accompanied by someone 18 years or older. Pence said
Fqre & Waikiki Surf 1'.'totel* ........ $228.
this would allow families to hitchFare
&'Waikiki Grand* .•••••.•... $233'.
hike.
Fare
&
Kaimana Beach Hotel* .•.•• $243.
Pence said the State Patrol
chief, Will Bachofner, said that
Transportation Alone ••....•••••• $169 .' ·
although he did not favor total
repeal he did favor amending the
Note: *per person, two to a room.
bill to include the following
Telephone: Dr. Crum, 963-1671
provisions:
Mrs. Swanson, (206) 623-0950
1. The minimum age requirement
of hitchhikirig boys at 16 years
To: Dr. J. Wesley Crum
and girls at 18 years.
No. 31 Black Hall
2. Ban on nighttime hitchhiking
cwsc
(65 per cent of crimes related to
l am intereste_. in chart.er flight to Hawaii. Send information
hitchhiking occur after dark.)
and reservation forms.
3. Authorization of officers to
demand identification of hitchhikers.
4. Prohibition of drivers to drop
Address
off hitchhikers iri areas wher,e
.;l'elepbone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ No. of Persons _ _ __
hitchhiking is not allowed.
Sally Ann Devine spoke in

WE.DELIVER
CAMP.US U-TOTEM

925-1600

5

EUCLID WAY

HAWAil CHARTER FLIGHT

-----------------1-------

WHETHER LEE ANDERSEN and thousands
like him will be allowed to continue their road- ·
side search for free transportation is being
debated this week in Olympia, where the state
law allowing hitchhiking may be in danger. A
petition to take the law off the books has been.
met as an impetus for anti-hitchhiking legislation by some solons. [photo by paddy b. cottrell]

Foreign Car Repairs
and Parts

••
...

INDEPENDENl~
603 North Mai'1

AUTO REPAIR
025-5539

,J

~

- FRESH MILK ·

53c 1/2 Gallon

~

O.PEN 4:00 ·to l PM DAILY

Snyders Bread, Walkers Farm Fresh Eggs,
Butter, Ice Cream. Everything To Suit Your
Daily Dairy Needs.
FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED
i 419 W. 15th Ave.
8 blocks West of the Pavilion

•

•

op1n1on
Nixon took hypocritic oath

.· .~

The crimes of Richard Milhous Nixon need by detailed no longer.
Each and every concerned American who has so much as spoken
with another person, watched the television or read a newspaper
in the last five years knows what the crimes are, and also knows
their sinister intent, the brash irregard for the law with which
they were carried out and the flagrant disrespect for the American .
heritage and system of government that, sadly, allowed them to be
carried out. From his "secret" bombings to his secret tapes,
Richard Nixon has done more than any other man, woman or
institution to wound the nation he has sworn to protect. More than
anyone or anything else, it has been Richard Nixon who has
discredited his nation, his nation's people and his nation's
Constitution.
This man's pattern of criminality did not start with Jan. 20,
1968, or with the time he ran in 1960. It had started before he ever
ran for office, while he was attending college. It first shone when
this "Law-and-Order man" broke into the office of his law school
dean to find out whether he was falling behind in his grades. He
wasn't thrown out, although he should have been. Today, says that
law school dean, he would have been.
On Jan. 21 the Congress of the United States re-convened its
first session of the new year. Several congressmen, foresighted
and responding to the outraged and indignant cries of their
constituents, have impeachment resolutions on the floor. It is now
time that the proceedings be expedited. The President should be
immediately impeached by the House of Representatives and
brought to trial for his crimes and his God-awful examples of
"Nixonian Democracy."
' His trial should be conducted with the express intent of
determining whether or not 1..is crimes are serious enough to take
him from office.
We think they are.

Nuclear plant site proposed

Campus
poli.ce bu~t
'despicable'

FI •I p s.Ide 0 f
Hatch . dispute

To the editor:
I have hesitated to write this
letter because there is little
sense in lengthening a controTo the editor:
Concerning the article by Scott· versy whicl1. is developing into a
Lewis on the campus police'~ un- name-calling contest. However,
warrented search of Moore Hall, · to remain totally silent is to lend
C-9, the entire eposode shocked credibility to the _ipc_i:edible .an.d
me and I'm sure many other stu- to tacitly lend . credence to
dents alike.
accusations which fall short of
Drug busts in the past includ- truth.
ed more personnel than just two
I feel the relationship -between
eager officers from our tackie Glenn and Karen Hatch and
little token police unit, who as a myself began, at least, as a
· matter of fact just changed their confidential one between student
name from security to police, a and professor. It is unfortunate
terrible implication in itself.
that they have not chosen to
In past raids on college dorms, keep it so, but have instead aired
winter, 1971, for example, the it through every channel they
campus security claimed to be can employ, i.e., letters to
the last to know about any plann- editors, letters to congressmen
· ing. Now the "police" have taken and other legislators, appeals to
the initiative to gain entry by all levels of administration, et al.
warrant, search in the manner of
It is within this context that I
ransaking, find nothing that must raise the question "Why
implied cause and then retort: have neither of these students
"we goofed."
who say they were wronged by
me seen fit to communicate in
Those victims of !_hjs particular
.. raid hold no grudges, but I do. any fashion with me since the
Who will be next? The next time end of their abortive experience-in person, by phone, or through
'The Pickles' Police Force will not the mail?" I must also ask "Have
miss. It is a matter of saving face. either Glenn or Kap.en looked
I doubt if Chief Pickles can say he into the implications of the work
WaS wrong and let the matter go required to relieve the Incomaside, and I am sure none of plete grade?"
- these officers\ can stand the huI respect you for the courage
miliation of failure.
you show in pursuing the cause
I would like to see the' cal}lpus of students you feel have been
police wa_lki~g. their beats in- wronged. But I wonder if those
ste_a d _of driving around th~ same students haven't been tilt~inges of the campus and patro-~ .~'ing at windmills. Do they want a '
ling 8~h A ve~ue as far d<?wn ~ degree and a certificate to be
.,.the Highway Bar and Grill.
teachers or notoriety?
__
Name withheld by request.
For these reasons and others I

Recently the Kittitas County Public Utility District suggested a
location in the county for a nuclear power plant. Kittitas district
manager Bud Sennett suggested a site near Doris along the
Columbia River to the Washington Public Power Supply System
(WPPSS) who indicated an interest in the Kittitas nuclear plant
proposal. A WPPSS geologist is scheduled to visit the proposed
site soon. No date has been set.
The action has originated from within Kittitas county.
Similar nuclear ppwer plants being proposed and constructed in
Washingt<:>n are opposed for environmental reasons. A nuclear
power plant the size of the proposed Sedro Woolley generator
contains 2000 times the amount of atomic.fuel that was contained
in the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima.
- - - - - - - However, the greatest hazard of nuclear power plants is the
spillage of radioactive wastes. Consumer advocate Ralph Nader
claims more than a half-million gallons of radioactive wastes have
do not agree with Glenn and leaked from the Hanford Atomic Works. This leakage was not
Karen Hatch in main or in detail expected when the works were planned.
about their experience.
Power agencies are rushing to find sources of electrical power
Dr. Odin E. westg~ard without examining the long range implications.
Nuclear power plants are no longer the ultimate source for
electrical energy. They are nearly obsolete, and the community
0 • • •
that lures power agencies to build nuclear plants along their rivers
are asking to be bound to nuclear power forever.
To the editor:
A county the size of Kittitas will never be able to rid itself of the
In answer to "Fido belongs in
the doghouse," I never realized ecological atrocity of nuclear power.
The electrical energy situation is a result of a lack of planning by
that this world was inhabited
soley Qy people. We have ruled power-producing agencies and there has been no indication that
this world as if we were the only · these agencies are doing any more planning.

.

FI d

ones in -it, never giving thought
to the fact that other forms of life
have just as much right to this
earth. When I lived in an apartment I was also impresse-d with
the quiet, nice atmosphere there.
But I soon discovered that toys,
wagons and bicycles were left all
over everyone's yards and mine.

crier

·Vv<S i r#:J I slale ~ ~ cs:aDb I
retJS 963-1 <Yl6
cd.eirg 963-17'16

Why don't you keep your
sweet kids and their "shit" out of editor: bill whiting
my yard? After all, since we all managing editor: liz ·whiting
live close together, t.1'.e child one news editor: rick dalvit
family dearly loves does not associate news editor: scott lewis
bring "joy" to another. Please copy editor: mary rennie
keep your kid in the house or, sports editor: rafael gonzales
better yet, leave it with relatives photography editor: chang po jay
when you come to Central or, business manager: craig lyle
maybe Wendell Hill could start a advertising representatives:
tom shapley, jim fouts
"kid kennel." I would as much do secretary: kathy kilgore
.
this to i:µy dog as you would your
reporters:
.
byron
vandergrift,
greg
manuel,
ron
fredriksen, nancy
child.
·
1 : chott, david schell, david wasser, steve ryan, jackie
You also seem so terribly conhumphries, clint anderson, jim christenson
cerned about germs and dog shit. copy readers:· janis taylor, jeanne pugnetti
Listen lady, we've been polluting photographer: paddy cottrell, mary jacobsen
this earth a lot more than the type setters: teresa mesplie, jeanne evans~ julie klamm
dogs, cats and everything com- advisors: cal johnson, marge langenes
bined. It's time we taught our
kids (and adults) to respect the The newspaper of Central Washington State College published
rights of animals and learn to live weekly during the academic year except registration, vacations
with them or we may destroy and the final week of each quarter. Views expr_essed are those of
them completely.
' students, staff and editors not necessarily of Central Washington
If we can't learn to live with State College. Advertising material presented does not imply
dogs, how in hell are we going to· endorsement. Mail subscription price: $1 per quarter or $3 per
year, payable to the Campus Crier, CWSC, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
learn to live with each oh er.
P.Ambrose Second class postage paid, Ellensb~g, WA 98926.
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If House Bill 1166 doesn't die, -Olympia may legalize

MariiuOna:

a
The idea of legaliziiig marijuana. would
have shocked a great majority of the
public a few years ago. After all, everyone
: knew that long-time exposure to the drug
usually resulted in rape, violent death or
at least heroin addiction.
Numerous studies on pot ha_v e shown
that no violent deaths have occurred due
to the use of pot, and a commission chartered by Congress stated · that, "If
_anything, marijuana serves to inhibit the
expression of aggressive behavior." While
many heroin addicts began their drugoriented lives with grass, probably even
more started out on beer.
Many well-respected organizations have
come out in favor of more liberal marijuana laws. A report by the National
Commission on Marijuana and Drug
Abuse, released in March of 1973,
recommended that, "Possession in private
of marijuana for personal use would no
longer be an offense."
In June of 1972, delegates of the American Medical Association suggested relaxation of marijuana laws. Both the American
Bar Association and the members of its
affiliated organization in this state drew
up identical resolutions recommending
that "There should be no .ciminal laws
punishing the simple possession of marijuana by users."
The state of Oregon has taken a major
step in regards to the marijuana question.
Its 1973 legislature removed ciminal
penalties from simple possession of small
amounts of pot, declaring such an act to be
at most "a violation punishable by a fine of
not more than $100." In other words;
while possession is still unlawful, the
maximum penalty is a $100 fine, and t~e
matter would not go on one's criminal
record.
House Bill 1166 in the Washington
legislature has recently received a great

deal of attention. If passed, this bill would
go one step further than Oregon's by
legalizing the private possession of up to
40 grams of marijuana by persons 18 years
of age or older.

token
drug

Representative Richard Kelley
(D-28th district) has presented
this bill, as well as House Bill
1249(which is the same as the
present Oregon law), to the
Rous~ in Olympia. Both bills
have been referred to the House
Committee on the J udi~iary.
Rep. Kelley is having a most
difficult time with his bill.
·
Presently he is devoting
his time in an attempt to get Bill
through the judiciary committee, of
he is assistant chair~an. Chairman of the
committee, Walt Knowles (D-4th district),
is opposed to any marijuana reform.
Should the bill get past the judiciary
committee, it would then go before the
. rules committee, which would then decide
if the bill niay be presented to the House
for a vote.
Should House Bill 1166 be passed by the
legislature, it would be difficult to smoKe
pot and remain within the confines of
the law. The bill states that selling grass
would still be illegal and only private
possession (having it in or upon your
property) of less than 40 ·g rams is legal.
So, in order to remain on the side of th_e
law, one would have to grow pot on· his or
her property. But the amount grown could
not surpass 40 grams, which makes for a
rather small plant, since the 40 grams
would have to include stems, stalks and
seeds.
Rep. Kelley explains this inconsistancy
as "pure politics." He said there _was no
possible way of decriminalizing the sale of
marijuana.

Representative Sid Flanigan (R-13th
district) doubts the marijuana issue will
, ever reach the . House floor. If it should
come to a vote, Rep. Flanigan said he
would not vote for the bill. He also said his
feelings on the issue were similar to those
of the rest of the h<?use.
Though it would seem most legislators
would shy away from such a
controversial issue,_ ~ep. K~lley is
optimistic. He says many legislators
have told him they would like to see .
the bill passed. "What they say in
public and what they say in private are
two different things," claims Kelley.
· When aske<l if backing marijuana legislation might damage his chances of reelection, Rep. Kelley said that he wouldn't
sponsor the bill .if he didn't believe a
majority of his constituents wanted it.
Kelley was also asked, if the bill should
pass, might petitions be circulated to put
the bill to a vote by the people. He
admitted that there was "always· that
possibility." This was the same method
used to defeat the 19-year-old drinking bill
which the legislature passed last year.
If students wish to see either bill passed
they should write to their state representative. Individual letters would be preferable to petition-type letters. This advice
comes from Linda Gehri, who is coordinating action regarding the 1166 bill here at
Central.
Students who are unsure of their
representative's name, or what district
they reside in, can get this information
from the PAC office (963-3000).
If so desired, students may call their
legis)ators, toll free, at 0-800-562-5000
before 5 p.m. Questions concerning Bill
1166 may be answered by Ms. Gehri, who
can be reached at the Students Rights
Commission in the ASC office (963-3622).
by David Wasser
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Two national experts oh
retirement lead workshop
Two nationally recognized experts on aging will head the list
of lecturers for a special Central
retirement planning worksho·p to
be held here Feb. 25-28.
Approximately 100 representatives of business, government,
community agencies and retiree
groups have been invited to the
three-day workshop which is
designed to investigate retirement planning programs.
Dr. Max Kaplan, director of
the Institute for S*.ud.ies of
Leisure at the University of
South Florida, and Karl R.
Kunze, executive wih the Lockheed-California Company's industrial relations staff, will be
speaker-participants in the work·
shop.
The two have earned national
reputatins for work in the fields
of leisure, aging and career training.

Arts in , f o c u s - - - - - - -

.,__-by Steve

Ryan, John .Southern

Directed by Dr. Elwyn Odell, · spokesmen for business, labor,
Central political science profess- government, fhe retired and the
In case some of you didn't know, the_funds fo~ Mary Bohanon's
or, the workshop is part of a medical profession.
poetry
reading January 14 came out of the pocket of Ms. Jakie
Feb.
and
April
workshops,
The
larger program of retirement
.
planning study. The college planned as interrelated events, Minor, a member of the Board of Trustees.
You
see,
Central
don't
provide
no
more
funds
for
any of that
are
an
outgrowth
of
a
standing
received a $10,000 state grant to
culture-type stuff.
.
conduct the February workshop committee on retirement project
Culture schmulture. Who wants to spend the taxpayer's money
and a related seminar in April. in the Ellensburg-college comon that kind of junk anyway? We got more important things~
Participants in the workshop munity.
. Like re-covering Nicholson Pavilon with some nice plastic so .
will be housed in college dormiTom Jorko can prance on a new floor.
·
tories during the sessions. Cost
of the workshop, including hous.
ing and meals, is $39 per person.
Information and -registration
application forms are available at
Students may be unaware that the art gallery located in the
the Office of Continuing Educa·
north part of the Fine Arts Building has been having, and is
tion of Central.
continuing to have, frequent quality exhibits. Last quarter's
In addition to specific lectures,
The review of a new edition of Rembrandt showing was a high point, and there have been more
the workshop agenda includes a psychology book for the fine .displays this quarter.
The first of these, a series of drawings by Louise Hoeschen,
group discussions, viewing . of a publishing firm of Harper and
ended last week. Ms. Hoeschen received her bachelor's degree in
variety of films on aging, social Row has been completed by
events and planning programs.
psychology instructor Howard art and master's degree in drawing from Central before attending
WSU where she earned a master of fine arts . in painting. This is
The "retirement situation in Scott. Scott's job was to review
Washington'; will be explored in the manuscript and' to recom- . reflected in her drawings, which are a combination of drawing and
painting, executed with watercolor and crayon in a style
a workshop panel discussion by mend any revisions in the third
reminiscent of a _small child's attempts, yet with a subtlety and
edition of Ira Gordon's Human
underlying subconscious quality that can frighten.
Development, From Birth
The second exhibition of the quarter consists of 15 photographs
Through Adolescence.
by Edward Weston, a premier American photographer who was
Scott said that he checked out
born in 1886 and died in 1958. His works have been shown at the
sources and notes for accuracy
Museum of Modern Art in New York, Paris and London in one-man
to maintain a high degree of
shows. Throughout his photography he was consistently ahead of
scholarship, to make sure it was
his cqntemporaries in handling new subjects. Most of his studies
up to date and that it was
are from natural s~enes he found on and near the Pacific coast, and
saleable and useful in class work.
he's quoted as saying, "One should be able to produce significant
Scott reflected that his posiwork 365 days a year. To creat should be as simple as to
tion was of "critical review by
breathe.""Masters ~f Photography" by Beaumont and Nancy
someone . who is sympathetic
Newhall, N.Y. 1958, p. 118)
with the author's poin of view."
The gallery exhibits photographs that are taken from his
He also said that he regretted
Daybooks extending from 1923.1940 and were shot in lVJexico and
that more Central professors do
California. They include closeups of shells and celery that appear
not have the chance to do a
as monumental sculptures and seaside scends and nudes that are
review of this type.
remarkable for the period in which they were taken.
The show runs for two weeks, and the gallery is generally open
from 8 to 5.

Instructor
.
rev1evvs

new edition

?IAllOR DUNGAREES:
Besides big-shot produCtions like "A Funny Thing Happened On
The Way To The Forum," every quarter the drama department
.offers a number of student-directed plays.
The budgets for these are usually only a · fraction of the
department sponsored plays, but what they lack in funds they
make up for in other areas.
For instance: they don't charge admission.
Tryouts for two of these plays will be held Jan. 30 and 31, 7:00
at Edison 301. The plays are "The Old Jew," and "Windows" -- both
of which were written by Murray Schisgal. They will be directed
by Randy Johnstad.
A student play now in progress is John Steinbeck's "Of Mice and
Men." Doug Carver is dire.cting and the performance dates will be
Feb. 7-9.
Remember ·Thoreau's cell mate in last quarter's "The Night
Thoreau Spent In Jail?" Well _he's back again. Look for Lennie.
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If you are a photographer, read this. If not, skip it.
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Bills before state legislat!-Jre
obtainable from PAC's Haas
, by Liz Whiting
Steve Haas, Central's chairman of Political Affairs Commission (PAC), can supply interested
students with handouts on bills
now pending in the state legislature. There are over 300 bills
before that body, and· he has
access to all of them.
·

during the sessions to keep track
of the workings of , the legislature. He .reports directly to
college President James Brooks.
There are many bills coming
before the legislature concerning
funds to be given to state
schools. These are of special
importance to students and the
PAC. The PAC is working
against the reduction-in-force
plan for Central and has suggestions for concerned students.

The three major bills before
the legislature that effect students the most are the legalization of marijuana, the four hitchhiking repeals and the college
reduction-in-force.

A collective bargaining bill,
which would in effect unionize
faculty, will also be before the
state legislature.
The PAC's support of bills is
determined by student interests
and concern that is demonstrated'
to their office. He can also help
anyone interested in lobbying in
Olympia.
Many bills of special concern to
students will be considered by
the state legislature in session
during this week. House Bill 1No.
1166 provides for the legalization
of possession of forty grams or
less of marijuana for persons
eighteen or over.
Tuition costs will be increased:
at issue is how and by how much.
A bill presently on the docket
will raise tuition per credit hour,
with the 15-hour student paying

Haas' office serves as a Jink
between students . and legislature. It circulates bills and petitions among the dorms and
around the SUB. The office in the
SUB has on-hand bills two days
after the legislature introduces
them. Haas also has information
on the pros and cons of a bill and
who is supporting or opposing it.

"The PAC is forming a lobby in
Olympia under the title of IPAC,
or Inter-collegiate Political Af.fairs Commission. IPAS joins
Central with other colleges
which I am in contact with as
Central's representative," said
Haas.
"Washington state has a college enrollment of approximately
100,000 students, possibly the
only faction of this size that does
not have a lobby in Olympia," he
classified
said.
Central's director of informa- tion, Bill Lipsky, is the college's
Reward: for return of blue
administrative link with the navy parka lost at the Ranch last
Capitol. Lipsky, a veteran politi- Friday night. Has car keys in
cal reporter, travels to Olympia pocket. Call Al Kaatz 925-1265.

approximately the same amount
as he does now. According to
Haas this is a "fair bill", and the
PAC will be supporting it.
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expo'74.

. Haas is also working on the
possibility of arranging for a
student working extensively on a
bill to receive credit through the
Political Science department for
his work.
The PAC wishes to encourage
student involvement in politics
and welcomes visitors.

Pool it
Write a check for it.
Everybody has a style all his own. That's
why NBofC has several different checking
accounts and ways to pay for them. You
even have your choice of checks and checkbook covers. Open one. And pay for things,
your style.

National Bank of Commerce
Member F.D.l.C.

Summer iob

The Air Force.Pilot has it
tnade. Air Force ROTC
Mil help you tnake it.

information out
in Barge Hall
Placement Off ice
The Office of Financial Aid
receives numerous notices of
summer job openings each year,
and these are beginning to come
in now, reports John Liboky,
office director.
The financial aids office, located in Barge 209, will continue to
receive the offerings from organizations situated locally, throug~out the United States and even
some from abroad.
Many prospective employers
will conduct interviews in the
office during the course of the
year.
Liboky said that Crater Lake
Lodge, Inc. will · be conducting
interviews here Tuesday, Feb.
26. A wide variety of jobs are
being offered.
Also, . representatives from
two Camp Fire Girls councils will
be here. The Pilchuck (Everettarea) council will be interviewing
appl1cants in the Office of Financial Aids Feb. 27. The SeattleKing County Area Council will be
interviewing on Feb. 11. Both
groups are seeking resident
camp staff.
·
Liboky mentioned a new aid
program, the Basic Education
Opportunity Grant. It is available to entering freshmen only
by submitting an application to a
federal agency. The grant is in .
addition to what he-receives from
the college in other forms. For
the entire year, $452 may be
received.

'

Here's how.
If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will give
you. free flying lessons. It'll be in a Cessna 150you're started towards the day when you'll solo
in an Air Force jet.
That's only one of the fringe benefits of the Air
Force ROTG Program. Consider all this:
Scholarships-6,500 of them that cover full tuition. Plus reimbursement for textbooks. Plus
lab and in~idental fees.
·
Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like.

Central Washington
Interested? Contact State College
at __________________________________________________
__
(509) 963-2314
Get your college career off the ground in
Force ROTC.
'

Ai~

New commission to select
entertainment, performers
In their Monday night session ·Social Activities Board.
the ASL approved six members
Approval of the Entom memfor a commission which will be bers was delayed by persons in
responsible for selecting concert attendance who voiced a desire
performers and coordinating for immediate action on the
other entertainment here at matter in order that the commission might begin its duties.
Central.
Those appointed to Entertain- Further delays came when the
ment and Programming Com- Chairperson of the Joint Commitmission (Entcom) will serve one tee-on-Committees (JCC), Cathy
year and will be charged with Spada, asked the ASL what the
duties previously handled purpose of the JCC was concernthrough the Recreation and ing Entcom, when in her words,

"The ASL is doing the same
thing we (JCC)° have already
done."
In Entcom's charter it states
that JCC shall nominate members and that ASL is responsible
for approval of those nominated.
Also discussed at the meeting
was the 1974-75 student calendar. The ASL is attempting to
avoid the inconvenience of a Jan.
2 return to classes for winter
quarter '75.

CENTRAL RECREATION
A place to live and time to grow.
from Mike McLeod
recreation coordinator
Special events
Save Juice, Hang Loose, all campus Fun Night.
7-10 p.m. in SUB, music, games and awards, free
babysitting. All students, faculty and staff
welcome.
Games
Totems vs Salt Lake City Hockey Game - Feb.
12 - $4 for tickets and transportation or $2 for
tickets - leave at 5 p.m. from SUB parking lot.
St. Martins vs CWSC basketball game - Feb. 20
(No cost available)
L.A. vs Sonics basketball game - $4 for transportation and tickets or $1.25 for tickets - leave 5:30
p.m. from SUB parking lot.
Concerts
Tickets available for the Bob Dylan Concert on
Feb. 9 - $8.85 per ticket, afternoon performance
only.

Where does a

big dog park? (phob by pxHf m11re11)

For information concerning any aspect of
Central Recreation, call 963-1511.

ROCK--SOUL--WESTERN
CONTEMPORARY -- FOLK
JAZZ -- BLUES

-

·-

HIGHLIGHTS FROM
MOZARTS OPERAS

·~

.. ;=;.~

Open 8-10 Mon.-Fri. , 9-10 Sat.-Sun.

Tournaments
8-Ball tourney, SUB Games Room. Begins at
6:30 p.m. first prize custom stick and case, preregistration in SUB 102. Fee - $1.50.
Badminton tournament - mixed doubles registration Feb. 1-8 during Co-Rec hours - tourney starts Feb. 13 - runs Feb. 13, 14, 20, 21 - 1st
prize - tickets and transportation to .L.A. vs
Sonics - Feb. 23.
Ski trips
Mission Ridge $3 transportation. Feb. 2, 9, 16. ·
Leave SUB parking lot at 7:30 a.m. and return
7 p.m. Tickets available in Tent 'n Tube 9-11 a.m.
and 12-1 p.m. daily.
Night ski at Snoqualmie Summit - $2 transportation. Feb. 6 & 13. Leave SUB parking lot at 4:30
p.m. - return at 11 p.m.
Weekend ski trip to White Pass - Feb. 23 & 24.
$20 - covers one nights lodging and one dinner,
Jift tickets for Sat. night, Saturday and Sunday - .
live band Saturday night.

Just over 100 persons
were in attendance
when the ASC
Nominating CorJVention
got under way last
Friday evening.
Two keynote addresses
were delivered before
the delegates got
moving with the
business at handnom inations for ballot
positions to be voted
on th is Feb. 14.
The turnout, far less
than usual , left many _
dorms unrepresented.

[photo by chang po jay]

Financial assistance avai /able;
work-stuc:JY, loans, grants, aid
students with money problems
Students planning to apply for
financial aid for the 1974-75
school year are asked to pick up
their applications for aid in the
Office of Financial Counseling &
Financial Aid, Barge 209.
Each student who fills out a
financial aid application must
complete two forms: (1) A confidential statement which must
be sent to Berkeley, California,
before March 1 (2) The Central
Financial Aid Application, which
must be returned to the Office of
Financial Aid by April 1.
A student may make applications for all of the following types
of aid on the Central application
form: National Direct Student
Loan, Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grant, the
College Work-Study Program,
college academic scholarships,
Tuition and Fee Waivers or State
Aid Grants. A wards of financial
aid are normally made the last
week of May or the first week of
June.
Applications for financial aid
will be accepted after the April 1

deadline but, .with limited resources, no assurance can be
given that there will be ample aid
to help all students who apply
after April 1.
Central presently has many
programs which require students
to be away from campus and
Ellensburg for a complete quarter; such programs as student
teaching, Mexico program, Option "C", etc.
Many students in these programs are recipients of financial
aid in one form or another. In
most cases it is impractical and·
expensive for the student(s) to
return to campus to pick up their
check(s).
In order to save the student(s)
a trip to Ellensburg, the Office of
Financial Aid will mail checks to
the student(s) on the first day of
cla_sses. To allow the checks to be

mailed to those away from
campus for any quarter, the
following procedures must be
followed:
1. Prior to the end of the quarter preceding the quarter the
student will be away from
campus, he/she must obtain from
the department authorizing the
program a signed statement
verifying the student is enrolled
in the program and that the
program is eligible for full credit
from Central.
2. Along with the preceding
statement, the student is to come
to the Office of Financial Aid and
furnish a complete name and
address where their financial aid
checks should be malled.
All students not in any of the
authorized away from campus
programs must pick up their aid
checks in person.

Wash
DAY OR ll&HT
OPEN 'TIL MIDNIGHT

Self Senice
Laundry
.
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Year after year, semester after semester, the
College Master c' from Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted, mast popular plan
on campuses all aver America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union College Master •c)
Field Associate in your area:
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~
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700 North Sprague
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Feminists opposed to roles,
gOal to end oppression

Mistaken identity
results in questions
for foreign student
With the energy cirsis at hand,
and oil imports to the US from
Arab nations cut off, foreign
student Edward Modabber has
been answering a lot of questions, which could be expected of
an Arab student.
But Modabber isn't Arab.
Edward Modabber is an Iran- ·

TEREO SYSTEMS
WHOLESALE

Shure M91 ED List $5'.95,
your cost $21.99

Call or· write: Sound City
Warehouse for free catalog
1544 Los Osos Rd.
San Luis Obispo, Cal.
805 /544-1'2 85

ian, or as he calls himself, . a
Persian. In any instance, he's a
graduate student studying chemistry at Central.
He looks Arabic, and Iran is
. located in the Middle East, but
his homeland isn't getting too
heavily involved in the Arab-Isreali conflict, he says.
Modabber says there ha·ve
been several instances of mistaken identity when students and
faculty have mistaken him as an
Arab and asked him about the
Middle Eastern crisis.
His country increased its oil
shipments to the US recently, he
said, "so that our American
friends wouldn't be so short."
He plans to receive his Master's from Central, then continue
on to receive his Doctorate in
Chemistry.

4 BURGERS
JAN. 31 , FEB. l

At 8th I Walnut .
~cross

Vowels of birth
need never be revealed
In the early years of World War II hysteria
ran high; resentment against the Italians ran
nearly as high as that against the Japanese and
Germans.
The Japanese on the Pacific Coast were soon
"interned" to calm paranoia, and the Germans
had funny names but looked like everyone else.
Because of this and because of their numbers
they remained at large.
The Italians, however, presented a different
case. They were often identifiable by the "I's" on
the ends of their surnames and in some cases by
their 'Christian" names, or sometimes by their
physical appearances, although they could be
mistaken for other Europeans or vice versa.
In any case, Rento Vincenti Francini of
Renton found it difficult to assure many people
he was not an agent of Mussolini's, although he
had lived in Renton for 20 years and although
the members of his family were recognized as
coal miners second to none.
Vincenti, who was a handsome and sensitive
chap, with wavy black hair and deep brown eyes
was troubled by this sudden turn in allegiance of
which many people suspected him.
He was working patriotically at the Renton
Boeing plant on the left wing trailing edges and
bomb bay assemblies of B-17's. He was an able,
willing and dil:igent worker but became known

ARCTIC CIRCLE'S
Thursday I Friday

women. We understand both men and women
This is the first in a regular series of columns
written by women in the Feminist Alliance. The
are oppressed by this society. but, we believe
Feminist Alliance is an organization designed to
women are oppressed more ... and by men.
bring feminist women together. Our goal is to
We are oppossed to separate culturally defininform the student body about general and
ed roles for men and women and to sexism in its
specific aspects of feminism and to announce
various aspects: "men are superior to women"
future events especially relevant to women.
and "straights are superior to gays." As
Feminism is an expression of women taking
feminists, we also realize non-white peoples are
themselves s'e riously as human beings and
oppressed more than white people in this society
working collectively with other women to end
by white people. Our primary goal is to end
sexism in this society. Feminists believe there
oppression of women, but, our goals also include
are conditions in our society so offensive and
ending the oppression of men, non-white peoples
growth preventing they demand immediate
and gay peoples.
change. Each of us believe in personal action and ,
An upcoming series of programs are being
individual involvement in precipitating the
sponsored by Lesbian Awareness of Ellensburg.
changes we see to be so urgently needed.
It will combine women-oriented lectures by
Male supremecy is behavior that benefits men
guest speakers and rap sessions afterwards.
at the expense of women. Male chauvinism is the
People wishing further information are asked to
ideology which excuses or rationalizes unequal
contact Sue Salamon 925-2809.
political power relationships between men and

From .Cam· us

as "The Wop Rivet Bucker.'.' by his fellow
workers, who had names like Smith and Jones.
As Italian atrocities mounted it became nearly
unbearable for him, despite the noise of the
factory he could discern the whispers behind his
back, and once someone even pasted a cutout
newspaper photo of Mussolini to his lunchbucket.
Vincenti saw it as a great opportunity for
revival to find himself suddenly transferred to
the anodizing department of Boeing Plant II.
It was there that he introduced himself as
"Vincent France."
"Glad to meet you France, I'm Wintergreen."
'Tm Smith."
"I'm Jones," said his fellow workers,
recognizing an ally and shaking his hand in turn.
They got on famously together, · especially
after he told them, yes, his family had worked in
the underground. When lunchroom talk centered on the war and his opinion was sought, he
would shake his head sadly, his liquid brown
eyes would moisten, "C'est la Guerre," he would
murmur wistfully, and explain that only when
the hostilities had c,eased would escargot be
gotten.
'Til the day ·of his death he was known as
Frenchie, and never once did he reveal to them
the vowels of his birth or the flavor of his pasta.

The Center for ·Campus Ministry
· l l th and Alder
Presents

JOHN SHERER
Assoc. Director: Leadership Institute of Spokane
"How c/o I keep myself from ... "

WORKSHOP I

Thurs., Feb. 7 l - 4 PM

7
Fri., Feb. 8
WORKS~OP

Sat., Feb. 9

l 0 PM·

l - 4 PM

II

... being confident"
... getting close"
-~rr:iaking decisions"

$3.00

"Planning programs that succeed"

9 AM - 9 PM

Dinner Included

$7.00

STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE REGISTRATION LIMITED
CALL NOW 925-3196
OPEN FORUM

DEBATE AND DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ISSUES·
Every Wed. night, 7 PM, SUB Pit
Topic, Feb. 6: ."Pre-marita·I sex: pro and con"

Recreation
fun night
planned
Feb. .9
"No juice-hang lose" is the
theme of the ecological recreation night to be held in the SUB
Feb. 9. The fun night will run
from 7 to 10 and is free to all
students, faculty, staff and their
spouses.
The evening is being sponsored by a group of students in
Central's ·~ecreation department.
The students plan to fill up
many rooms of the SUB with
card rooms, table games, square
dancing, games of chance and
skill and music-singing. The
people attending the evening will
be given the chance to rotate
from room to room so that they
may have the chance to join in
the various events being conducted throughout the evening.
Prizes and surprises will be
awaiting the people participating
in the Saturday night fun.
The recreation club is planning
to hold an all campus hobby
show, open to all students and
staff members, in March.

AMERICAN GllNES£ · fKf)Sl(.¥4
VERY STRANtlE,"''' 7Wo YEAR.$' LATER. YOlJ ~E~fl}qA6'11N:u.
1'-

This is a Central first! The administrative
staff of the Crier has actually granted the third
world people on this campus an opportunity to
be heard. Isn't that just dandy? Think about it.
No longer do the Blacks, Chicanos, Asians, and
Indians have to depend on the press to cover the
events of importance of them.
From this day forward, there will be a column
titled "THIRD WORLD SPOTLIGHT" in every
issue of the Crier. The individual chosen to write
this column is none other than myself, Mike
Reichert, one quarter blood member of the
Chippewa Tribe of Minnesota, and slightly
trained in the mechanics of writing a newspaper
column.
For those readers •who wonder what is meant
by "Third World" I'll fill you in. In my-opinion
any person that is Red, Black, Brown, Yellow or
even white and alienated from the white society,
is a member of the third world. So with that in
mind, I offer you my first column.
Lettuce Boycott; Last week the Crier ran a
story covering the weekly pickets of the United
Farm Workers (UWF) at local grocery stores,
specifically the Safeway store on Ruby Street.
Omar Arambul, Central faculty member and an
organizer of the Ellensburg Friends of Farm
Workers committee, explained some of the
reasoning behind the current boycott in an
interview earlier this week.
"Safeway is the largest buyer of non-United
Farm Worker picked lettuce and grapes. They
have stopped buying (UFW) lettuce and grapes
in favor of non-union produce," Arambul said.
'The policy practiced by Safeway and other
chain stores has vierually negated the effect of
the farm workers unionfaing. The primary
boycott (Please don't buy lettuce and grapes),
and the secondary boycott (Please don't shop
Safeway), are part of anation-wide effort by the
Friends of Farm Workers to force Safeway into
purchasing (UFW) picked lettuce and grapes."
An open debate featuring Fathe~ Joh
Hnenghan from the Catholic Bishops office in Y

An open debate featuring Father John Heneghan from the Catholic Bishops office in Yakima,
and Wm. A. Murrs Legal Council to the
California Farm Bureau, was held yesterday in
the SUB but because of publication deadlines, I
was unable to include any of that information in
this ~eeks column. I will look at the results of
that debate in next weeks Crier.
- Malcolm X will be the subject of a mid-day
presentation presented in the Sub Pit Feb. 21
honoring ihe great civil rights fighter who was
assasinated while speaking for Black civil rights
in the early sixties. The presentation, sponsored
by the Black Students Union, will include an
evening session featuring films and tapes. That
session will be held in SUB 208. All of this is
being done in commemoration of Malcolm's
tragic assasination.
The Black Students Union meets every
Monday at 6:30 in the SUB. They do not meet in
the same room every week, so I cannot give you
a room number.
Cicely Tyson, black actress who found fame as
a star in "Sounder," is coming to Central to
introduce James Wong Howe, famed cinematographer who is making his way to Central to
receive the Distinguished Artist Award, presented to him by the first Third World Arts
Workshop Festival.
The Festival, sponsored by the Ethnic Studies
Program and supported with a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts, is scheduled
to run from May 13 through May 18, and will
feature 11 artists in residence. I will introduce
each of them in later columns.
Well, there it is. The first of what I hope to be
many. I want all third world people who read
this to know that it is their space as well as
mine. If anyone connected with third world
happenings or news 'Yants to contribute stories,
features, poetry or anything please contact me
at the Crier office in the SUB, or at the Ethnic
Studies office in Edison- Hall.

More fun

GOLDEN NEEDLE
FABRIC SHOP

on lessga$.
*

Spring double knits

*

Lingerie fabric

*~nits for mens' slacks and jackets

* 'T' shirt knits

Ride a Honda.

Ride a Honda to work during the week. Beat·the traffic
and the high cost of gas. Then ride it on the weekend to
open air and open country. Only your Honda dealer offers
you the greatest selection of models in the industry to
choose from. There's sure to be one just right for you.
Come by soon.

JOHNSON'S HONDA
410 N. Main ·925-3146

*Polyester/cotton blends

*

Muslins

Located at corner of

(s blocks south of Beefeoters)

3rd & Anderson

Classes on sevving mens' knit slacks &

_____ .......... ..iCl~kets beginning in February

cata IOQ catalog catalog catd log
Dance
The band "Good Fealin" will be
playing in the SUB large ball-.
room on Feb. 1 from 9 - 12 p.m~,
~ ponsored by Beck Hall.

teaching, Mexico program, Option "C", etc.) and are on
Financial Aid, may have their
checks mailed to · them on the
first 'day of class.

Eight Ball·Tourney
Grad School deadline
The first annual eight-ball pool
The School of Graduate Studtournament will be held in the ies has announced the following
games room of the SUB on deadlines for master degree
Sunday, Feb. 3. It is scheduled to students planning to graduate in
begin at 6:30 p.m. Everyone is winter, 1974. The final folder
welcome to enter. The entry fee check, including the intent to
is $1.50, which will be used to graduate, must be in to Graduate
purchase the cue stick given Admissions and Records Office
away as first place. There will by Feb.11. All final examinations
also be free pool time given for must be scheduled by Feb. 18
the next four places.
and completed by March 4.
If you are interested, please Student thesis final draft, includsign up in the recreation office, ing all three copies, must be
SUB 102, before Friday, Feb. 1. handed into the Graduate AdmisFees will not need to be paid sions and Records Office by
until the night of the tourna- March 4.
ment.
Attention: Spring
.
Aid check mailings
Student Teachers
Those students who are enroll- ·
If you are requesting a student
ed in programs requiring them to teaching placement during
be away from campus (student spring quarter, please come to
Thursday, January 31, 1974
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Black 217 to update 'your applica- from Jan. 21 to Feb. 1. The
tion by Feb. 1.
exhibit will be open from 8 a.m.
· to 5 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Rec club
The Recreational club will hold Gallery.
a meeting in the SUB at 7:30 on
Ed Recruiters
Feb. 6. They will discuss the fun
Interviews for teacher posinight in the SUB to be held th'e tions in the Federal Way School
evening of Feb. 9. The club will District will be held Feb. 6 and 7
have a pot luck dinner an hour in the Placement Center . (Barge
before the Wed. night meeting. 105). Sign up in the Placement
Sign up with Genie Bina or call Office one week to the day before
963-2672.
the interview.
Geology-Physics Seminar
Student Directories
Faculty, students and .public
Student directories are a-vailare invited to Geology-Physics able -for off-campus students . in
Seminar at 7 p.m., Tuesday, Feb. the ASC office. They are limited
5 in Lind 207. Prof. Robert D. to one per person. The directorBentley of the geology-physics ies contain names and phone
department will speak on "The numbers of students and faculty.
Structural Evolution of Central
Health Center number
Washington."
The phone number for the
Everyone is also invited to an college Health Center was misinformal, no-host dinner at Pizza printed in the campus phone
Mia at 6 p.m. preceeding the directory. The correct phone
seminar.
number for the Health Center is
extension 3-1881.
Photo Show
' Summer Employment
An exhibition of original photoStudents wishing information
graphs by American photographer Edward Weston will be shown on the following summer jobs are

THE RANCH THIS WEEK
PRESENTS:

KICKIN'·BEAR
Back by popular demand

Due to the entusiastic reception at the Ranch & ASC Dance,
KICKIN' BEAR will be held over for 3 nights only.
THURSDAY thru SATURDAY, JAN. 31 - FEB. 2.
If you haven't heard them yet, here's your chance to get off ,
on a superb band destined for nationa I attention!
FRIOAY & SATURDAY
Wednesday Night

RANCH NIGHT HAPPY HOUR TILL l 0

Louie

and the

Rockets
MUSIC OF THE SO's

MUSIC STARTS AT 9:30
Thursday

LADIES NIGHT
Pitchers $1
all night long

asked to come to the Office of
Financial Aids in Barge 209 and
sign up for an interview date:
Seattle-King Co. Camp Fire Girls
resident camp staff on Feb. · 11,
Crater Lake Lodge, Inc. between
9 and 4 on Feb. 26, and Pilchuck
Area Council of the Camp Fire
Girls for camp staff positions on
Feb. 27.
Financial aid Applications
Students who are planning to
apply for financial aid for 1974-75
are asked to pick up their application forms in the office of
Financial Counseling & Financial
Aid, Barge 209. All forms must
be returned to the Financial Aid
office by April l, 1974.
Student loans
Applications for summer quarter National Direct Student
Loa_n s may 'be picked up between
March 4 and April 15 in the
Office of Financial Counseling
and Financial Aid. To qualify for
a loan, applicants must have been
enrolled spring quarter, 1974, at
Central. The deadline for submission of the aid applications to the
Office of Financial Counseling
and Financial Aid is May 4.
Spring Quarter St~dent
Teachers & Option C StUdents
The off-campus supervisors
will be on campus Monday, Feb.
4. Sign up on the bulletin board
outside Black 206 to discuss your ·
placement with your supervisor
between 1-3 p.m. in Grupe
Conference Center.
Open Forum
The issue of pre-marital sex:
pro and con, will be discussed in
the SUB pit on Wed., Feb. 6, at 7
p.m. The debate will be sponsored by the Center for Campus
Ministry.
Father Pete Hagel will moderate a series of informal debates
on current controversial issues
anti events. The forums will be
held on Wednesday evenings,
· Jan. 23 to Feb. 27, from 7-9 p.m.
in the SUB pit. For topics of the
debates or for more information,
contact the Center for Campus
Ministry or call 925-3196.
Chi Alpha
Chi Alpha Fellowship Meeting
Monday nights at 7, Co-ed Bible
study Tuesday nights at 7 and
prayer and praise time Thursday
nights at 7, all at the Chi Alpha
house at 1009 D Street.
Required Major Declaration
·The Academic Advisement
Center wishes to remind students with 135 or more credits
that they must declare their
major with their specific department. This policy will be enforced starting spring quarter '7 4,
and proof of acceptance into a
major area will be required at
the time of request for a senior
evaluation. The forms for the
application may be picked up at
the student's department or the
program's office.
Catalog Deadline
The deadline for events to be
included in the catalog section for
the upcoming week's edition of
the Crier is Friday at noon. In
case of an emergency, the
deadline will be noon on Monday.
All submissions for the catalog
should be left in the Crier office,
SUB 218.
.
MEN! -WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience required. Excellent
pay.
Worldwide
travel.
Perfect summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, . Dept. HH-4 P.O.
Box 2049, Port Angeles,.
Washington 98362
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-;Central Investigator,

New crew sails 1-enOvated \Crier ship
'Name the
problem'
game
_ _·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ by Scott Lewis
If you're gettmg'the run-around from an agency, or are in need
of an answer to a question, write "Central Investigator," c/o The
Campus Crier. We'll try to help. Include your name, address and
phone number. Initials will be used.
This issue marks this column's first appearance, and therefore,
perhaps an explanation of our function is warranted.
We will endeavor to assist the students, as well as whoever else
would like our help, in matters pertaining to the college, the law,
the city of Ellensburg, landlords, the ASC, mail order and the like.
From time to time we may raise questions readers haven't, yet
this is essentialJy a reader's column, not unlike ones appearing in
the Seattle papers. Our purpose is to also handle complaints about
the paper, serving as a sort of ombudsma_n between the Crier and
its readers. ·
We may not al_ways be successful in helping you with problems.
We cannot pretend to have the clout of a major metropolitan
newspaper.
That's what we'll try to do. If you need help, write everything
down, with all applicable details, and send it to us. Or drop it .bx
the office. Please don't phone.
·

For whom the bell tolls
QUERY: The carollion tliat rings the hours, half hours, etc. is
one-half hour late. Right now_it's ringing the halves at the hour.
Who's in charge and why is it late? -C.I.
Dr. Don Wise in the SUB again, with the answer to this one. He
says the bell system, installed around 1966, must have been
thrown off when the Christmas holiday music was taken off the
system. According to the SUB Director, you're the first to have
noticed the error, which will be corr.ected by the time this paper
comes out, we hop~.

Any woman can('t)
QUERY: With all this talk about equal rights-for minorities,
women, poor, etc., what about equal rights for WASP guys? I keep
seeing ball games, bowling alleys ... that have "Ladies Nights"
where they get in for a reduced price. Isn't this sex
discrimination ...against males? - W .L.
ANSWER: You'd think so, but it isn't. According to the
Washington State Ruma~ Rights Commission, you can't
discriminate as to race, creed, color, national origin or sex when it
comes to jobs, federally or state-funded projects and programs
(this college, for example). A restauranteurinEllensburg can't stop
you from coming into his restaurant on the basis of your race,
creed, color, etc., but he CAN stop women (or men) from entering.
To clarify this, the Wildcats basketball team can NOT decide to
let women enter for half-price, but the Seattle Sonics CAN,
because they aren't state funded, all this according to Morton M.
Tytler, assistant attorney general for the HRC in Seattle.
Tytler explains that there can be no discrimination on the basis
of sex in matters such as employment, property or credit,i. but
when "public accomodations" are concerned, sex may legally be .
discriminated ag-ainst.
.
'

Spring on
to Hawaii
At the cost of $169 the Central
alumni, student, or faculty member can fly round trip from Sea
Tac Airport to Honolulu, Hawaii.
The "Air-Fare" plan includes
round trip transportation between airport and downtown
Honolulu; airport baggage handling, and in-flight meal service
with ·cocktails.
The first package plan, Student Special #1, includes 8 days
and 7 nights at the Waikiki Surf
Hotel. Double occupancy is $59;
triple is $49.
Student · Special #2 offers 8
days and 7 nights at the Waikiki
Grand Hotel, located just 1/2
block from the beach. Double and
triple occupancy is $64 and $56.
The third package, FacultyAlumni Delight, includes accom·odations at the Kaimana Beach
Hotel, located on Diamond Head.
Persons interested in more
details can write: CWSC Travel
Desk; c/o Strasser Travel Service, 519 Union Street, Seattle,
Wash. 98101 or contact Dr. Wes
Crum at 963-1671.

Ski

The Crier is experiencing the a:re Bill Whiting, editor; Liz
effects of a new editor - the ' Whiting, a one-time recipient of a
second this academic year,
$300 national journalism award,
The change is both external and a previous copy editor, as
Managing Editor. _
and internal. A greater emphasis
News Editor Rick Dalvit is a
is being put on graphic design,
previous
editor from Green ·Rivdepartmentalized news, and
er Community College, arid Assobroader news coverage.
ciate News Editor Scott Lewis
The newspaper has establish- has edited the Edmonds Comed a production department, so munity College newspaper, and
that the entire process except was Associate News Producer printing is accomplished in the for Channel 3 Cablevision in
Lynnwood.
Crier offices.
New editorial staff members
Mary Rennie has taken the

Complaints
noted

Youin Card Sales
Youth Fare Tickets
Eurail Passes
Britrail Passes

by ASC
Questions concerning the new
student phone directory were
answered · by the ASC after
complaints that the directory did
not have some students addresses and numbers or that
various on-campus numbers
were incorrect.
In response to these comments, Dean Walz business intern, said that there were
-several explanations for the
mistakes and the late delivery.
The Texas publishing company
who did the printing of the booklets compiled the advertisement
section over ·the summer.. The
advertisements picked up by the
publishers paid for the total cost
of the phone book making it
possible to give them out for
free, according to Walz. The
main delay with printing of the
books was a shortage of the type
of paper used in the book's student section.
Walz said that the "blue"
section of the book was compiled
from information given the ASC
by the college's Office of Information.
WELCOME STUDENTS

For Tropfcal Fish and
Aquarium Supplies
Come To

OVERTON'$
TROPICAL FISH
Louted 2 Miles North Of
Old Vantage H'way On Wilson Creek Road

All Airlines .Repre::;ented
43_4 North Sprague ·

1973 CT
1973 AT
1973 LT
1973 TX

3 175 cc
3 125 cc
3 100 cc
500 500 cc

_s703
s595
$501
Pric~ $1395

74 price:
$832

73 Price

'7 4 Price:
$728

'73 Price

'74 price:
$60:J

73 Price

'74 price :
$1688

73

Prices limited to in ~tock vehicles only

-YAMAHA
OF ELLENSBURG

Corner of 5th I Kittitas

SUNSHINE VILLAGE
LAKE LOUISE, MOUNT NORQUAY

925-9330

SPRING

BREAK

BAN FF
SKI AT ALMOST 9,000 FT.
ALL AREAS HAVE TERRAIN TO
SUIT ALL LEVELS OF
.., SKIING.

Copy Editor's post, and direc
that portion of the Productii
Department. She has edited
Yakima Valley College, as h
Rafael Gonzales, Sports Edik
Gonzales is not new to the pap£
having served all year.
Chang Po Jay, former Edit
of the Hyakem, Central's defun
yearbook, is photography Ed_it<
The Crier is functioning witl:
strong -team of newswrite1
many of whom have ·worked wi
school and professional neVI
papers in the past.

A SOLID WEEK OF
SUN & POWDER

3 SKl AREAS
RACES
WARM SPRINGS
ICE SKATING
PARTIES

* BUS TRANSPORTATION TO BANFF
*LODGING
* LIFT TICKETS
* · TRANSPORTATION TO LIFTS & NIGHTSPOTS
*FOOD
* WINE & CHEESE PARTY
* SKATING RINK
1

FO~

A SOLID WEEK,
SA TUR DAY TO SA TU RDA Y

CONTACT AL OR/KEITH SORESTAD

(DRIVE YOURSELF
AND
SAVE $30.QO)
.
.

925-6622

963-2562

WARM SPRINGS at BANFF

.
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.Road foes hassle hoopsters;
nearly upset SPC Falcons
by Rafael Gonzales
Last Tuesday the 'Cats came
within a whisker of upsetting the
heavily-favored SPC Falcons before Don DeHart sank two free
throws with 19 seconds left to
bring the Seattlites from behind
for their ninth win of the season,
58-57.
Steve Page had put the 'Cats
ahead 57-56 · late in the ~ame.
Falcon Dave Hunter then tried a
shot that missed, and the 'Cats
controlled the rebound. However, the visiting Central squad
gave the ball right back to the
hosts on a bad pass, and SPC
called a time out to stop the
clock. The Falcons then worked .
the ball in to DeHart, who got
clear under the bucket but was
fouled .. The cool SPC captain
then sank both free throws to ice
the win.
The Wlldcats, who have taken
· all their losses on the road, again
· had a cold first half and fell
behind at the start of the game.
They carried a 36-30 deficit at the
halftime break.
At the start of the second half '
they came to life and outscored
the hosts 10-2 and took their first
lead at 4.0;-38 · in the ·ope.ning
minutes. of the half.
It was a see-saw battle from
then on, with the score knotted
eight times and the lead changing hands more than ten times; ,
OTI 68, CENTRAL 60
The Oregon Tech Owls hosted
the 'Cats Friday night and took a
68-60 win from the 'Cats. The win
was OTI's 15th in 16 starts and
dropped Central to a 6-6 season
mark and a 3-2 mark in EvCo
action.
The Owls pulled away in the
final period to dump the hapless
'Cats. The hosts lost a sevenpoint lead early ·in the game and
had to play come-from-behind
ball several times in the first
half.
With 11 minutes left in the

second half, the Owls took the throw line to pad their slim lead
lead for good. The 'Cats had the to a 10-point margin and held off
lead 48-47, but Dick Carpenter the 'Cats easily the rest of the
popped a pair of field goals and game.
the Owls dropped in five tosses
Central, who has lost all seven
from the charity stripe to put the of this seasons' losses on the
visitors under.
road, were even with the Oregon
Central had the edge in team in field goals, but again had
rebounds 35-33, but the Central troubles at the free-throw line.
squad had 14 miscues to 11 for The 'Cats sank six of the ten freethe Owls. central cashed in on throws they were given, and the
only four of five free-throws, all Raiders potted 17 of" 27. The
by Tim Sandberg. OTI dropped hosts gained a 46-29 margin on
in 12 of 16 attempts. Sandberg the boards.
led Central scorers with 22
Mann and Sandberg led the
points. Bill Eldred and Les Central scorers with 12 apiece,
Wyatt added eight apiece.
and Steve Page added 10.
Dave Carrigan dropped in 22 Central was charged with 25
points and Steve Pettit added 18. total fouls and the Raiders 10.
her,b McEachin potted 14 and
Head coach Oean Nicholson
added six rebounds.
noted that "we did not get any
SOC 81, CENTRAL 70
breaks on the fouls. Of course on
Central finished their Oregon the road, it is tough to have the
road trip on Saturday by dropp- breaks go your way." Central's
ing an 81-70 decision to Southern opponents made 43 trips to the
Oregon College in Ashland.
charity stripe on the Oregon trip,
Mike J aentsch and Tim O'Con- compared to 15 for the 'Cats.
"They were both good teams,"
ner sparked the Red Raiders to
the win, with Jaentsch turning in he continued, "and they played
24 points and O'Conner coming well against us. One of our
up with a 21-point performance. problems is consistency. We can
Central, who trailed by as . play well in spurts, but have had
much as 18 points early in the _ some problems playing well for
contest, managed to battle back forty minutes." Western is visiting Saturday,
to within 12, 47-35 at the half.
Tim Sandberg and Mike Mann and Nicholson stated "We owe
came off the bench and helped them one. They are tough,and we
the 'Cats come close at 61-58, will have to play well to beat
with less than eight minutes left them. They did lose a key one
last Saturday to Eastern by one,
in the game.
However, . SOC swept the 64-63, and Eastern is in the
boards and did well at the free- driver's seat right now."

Grapplers Shaw, .· Hayes
help 'Cats club Western

by Clint Anderson
In a match which marked the
return of two top performers,
Stew Hayes and Kit Shaw, the
Central grapplers blasted by the
Central's_Ned Delmore [30], let's go for two of his season high 29
Western Vikings 33-12 in Nicholpoints in Tuesday's victory over Whitman.
[photo by gonzales]
son Pavilion last Thursday.
Mark Arima picked up six
team points just by making
weight at 118, as Western
couldn't supply an opponent for
him.
Western wasted no time in
closing the gap as the Vikings
Admiral Flunder outranked Lee
Ned Delmore, hitting on 14 of ing, but the 'Cat's tough defense pulting the Wildcats into a 68-53 Reichert 8-5.
The two Evergreen Confer20 shots from the fi~ld and Bill staved off the Shockers surge to lead. The show was over for the
visitors as the 'Cat's never ence foes then exchanged pins
Eldred connecting on 7 of 11, led hold a slim 39-38 halftime lead.
The battle continued in the looked back for their second with Gene Viernes turning the
a second half Wildcat charge to
blow the Whitman Shockers back second half as Whitman guard victory of the year over the trick for Central followed by Tom
Tripple's conquest over Ben
to Spokane, 91-80 Tuesday in Karl Rickenbach tied the score at . hapless Shockers.
49 on a three point play which
Whitman enjoyed a fine shoot- Butkovich. Viernes' pin came
Nicholson Pavilion ..
The Wildcats spurted off to a sent Central freshman Les ing night, hitting on 53 per cent just a split second before the first
19-8 lead only to watch it melt Wyatt to the bench with his fifth of their field goal attempts, round horn.
away under the hot hands of the personal foul with 15:31 on the compared to 51 per cent by the
At 150 pounds the Wildcats
visiting Shockers. Whitman's clock. But then Delmore and home town 'Cat's. But nobody John Burkholder completely conGreg Hickman knotted the score Eldred took charge, scoring had to show the Central team trolled Western's Steve Basat 21 with ten minutes remain- Central's next 19 ·points, cata- wher~ the basket was as they trom; in :r:acking up a 5-1 decision
flailed away at the hoop 82 times and three more team points,
compared to 60 by the shy boosting Central's lead to 14-9.
Shockers. The story was told on Dewey . Parish, Central 158
the boards with Central enjoying pounder, after loading up three
a 45-25 advantage. Eldr.ed led the minutes riding time in the second
Wildcat attack on the glass period, worked his way for an
· gathering in 16. Junior forward escape and takedown in the final
Steve Boyce supported Eldred's period for a 4-1 win.
efforts with eight.
Kit Shaw then made his
Whitman put together a bal- wrestling debut for the Wildcats
anced scoring attack with Scott at 167 pounds. Shaw won the
Miille canning 21, J.on Elmgren NAIA National Championship at
I 19 and Jack Medeiros tossing in 134 pounds last season. Shaw
16.
looked true to his earlier form
Delmore led all scorers with· a while he repeatedly cranked his
season high 29. Eldred followed opponent to his back, pumping
with 17 while dishing off four up an 18-0 lead before pinning
assists.
him with only six seconds
This Saturday will be a big remaining in the match.
night for the Central cagers
Stew Hayes, Central junior,
NAIA HONORS ,went to John Coen [left] and Erv Stein, as they
when they host the Western also made his first appearance
were recently named to' the Honorable Mention All-America list
Vikings, one of the hotter teams · for the Wildcats. Following a
according to Paul Madison, EvCo Information Director. Coen was
in the EvCo. Western got the scoreless first period, Hayes
"honored and pleased:' while Tacoma senior Stein noted that he
better of the Wildcats earlier in recorded a two point near-fall at
was "surpriSed and really didn't expect it."
the season, 61-53 in Bellingham. the end of the second period and

Delmore, Eldred conduct
'Cat rally over Whitman

I

a reversal in the third, added
together with riding time for a
5-0 decision, putting the match
out of reach, 27-9.
Central 190·pounder Rocky
Isley, suffered his first dual-meet
loss of the season as Jeff
Michaelson won a 7-6 decision for
his Vikings. Michaelson won the
match on his riding time advantage.
In the battle of the big men,
Central's Ned Nelson came
through with a convincing performance, flattening his oppon~
ent, Steve Morgan, to the mat for
a pin at 2:45. Nelson's pin ended
the rout, 33-12.
The following Saturday Coach
Eric Beardsley and five of his
team members traveled to the
Portland State Tournament and
placed fifth. Several wrestlers
were unable to attend due to
conflicts with Teacher's Ed tests
and · ROTC tests.
Kit Shaw looked good at 158
pounds, placing second, forfcl.ting the championship match
because of a slight injury to his
elbow. Rocky Isley, 190 pounder
also placed second losing in the
championships to Portland
State's Kelly Bledsoe. The Wildcats other place winner was John
Burkholder. After losing in the
semi's, Burkholder came back to
~apture third place. Central's
other two wrestlers, Stew Hayes
and Ned Nelson each lost in the
first round.
The University of Washington's Tom Brown, sophomore 150
pounder, was voted the tournament's outstanding wrestler,
leading his ~earn to first place.
The Wildcats have two home
matches coming up with Simon
Fraser coming to town tonight
for a free style match at 7:30 and
Seattle Pacific squaring off with
Central tomorrow night at home.

Tankers win three on the
road; travel on Saturday

NAIA NATIONAL CHAMPION Kit Shaw [left] a Sunnyside
graduate, returned to action against Western and won the 167-lb.
match. He pinned his opponent with six seconds left in the match.
[Photo by Gonzales]
·

Frank DeHoney, one and two in
by Jim Christenson
the 50-yard free-style, came in at
Centrai's swimming 'Cats · 51.86 and 52.36.
Central's Craig Brown, the
fought off a surprisingly competitive Idaho State club last Friday meet's only double winner, ·c ame
and narrowly decisioned the up the two steady performances
home team underdogs 62-51. in the 1,000-yard free-style and
Central also handed Gonzaga the 500-yard free-style to help
University a 96-12 lashing in the the 'Cat's cause. bi the _1,000
double-dual meet. On Saturday Brown outlasted an Idaho foe and
the 'Cats invaded Spokane and touched home in 10:43.59, then
drubbed Gonzaga for a. second came back to outkick the same
time, 69-16, ahd turned back Vandal in the 500 with a time of
5:11.36.
Eastern Washington 68-36.
Central's diving corps broke
In Moscow the Vandals let water with first-second in both
Central know in the early group the one and three-meter dives,
going that they were prepared to adding 16 important points to the
swim when they pushed the 'Cats attack. Dave Cotton started it off
by ·capturing the one meter a!}d
to the tape in the 400 yard
outnumbering teammate Bill
medley relay. The team of Joe
Campbell, 2:43.30 to 2:32.90.
Terhaar, Joe White, Pete Pried- Campbell then came back to edge
horsky and Bill Miller edged Cotton in the three meter,
Idaho 3:54.69 to 3:54.83 in what 2:57.20 to 2:30.10.
proved to be the deciding factor
Jerry White finished Central's
in the meet.
first place showing, avenging an
The critical swims during the earlier seven-hundreths · of ' a
meet, according to Coach Greg- second loss in the 200-yard
son, were the 200-yard butterfly individual medley by taking the
and 100-yard free-style. In the 200-yard breaststroke in 2:19.52.
butterfly, Mike Miller went up
The Vandals did come back in
against a strong Idaho swimmer the 400-yard . f~ee-style relay,
in Gary Pflueger, winner of the capturing first in 3:25.26 and
200-yard free-style three events closing the gap to the final 11
earlier, and splashed his way to points, but the earlier relay loss
first in 2:07.83, less than a second . to the 'Cats made the difference
ahead of Pflueger. Ed Walstead in the scoring.
followed in the 100-yard freeThe Gonzaga-Eastern meet
style and put out the Vandals had its share of novelty when
early fire when he turned away two of Easteru's team members,
two Idaho swimmers and touch- Hodgson and Amend, entered
ed in a winning time of 51.32. - the pool for the 1000-yard
Idaho's Scott MacFarland and free-style. The race marked the

.first time in EvCo history that
women competed again~t men in
swimming. Central's J. White
and Walstead captured one-two
respectively in the race, outdistancing the women by two and
three minutes.
The meet was all Central from
that point on as the 'Cats
captured six of the next 10
events. Leading the onslaught
was M. Miller, winning the
200-yard individual medley and
the 500-yard free-style. Miller
· touched in 2: 16.6 in the medley
and 5: 19.3 in the 500 free.
Brown and B. Miller went
one-two in the 200-yard free-style with times of 1:59.3 and
1:59.2 (official's decision), and
were matched by K. Byrd and
Walstead in the 200-yard breast
stroke. Byrd splashed through
first in 2:31.0 to Walstead's
2:31.3.
The other 'Cat victories came
in the 200-yard backstroke and
the 400-yard free-style relay. In
the backstroke, Terhaar came
home first in 2: 14.9, while the
relay team of Priedhorsky, Byrd,
Brown and Walstead easily defeated its opponents with a 3:48.3
clocking.
Central suffered a blow to its
diving team when Cotton, on his
first dive in the three-meter competition, hit bottom and suffered
cuts and bruises.
The 'Cats next action is tentatively scheduled for this Friday,
Saturday and Sunday in the
University of Oregon Dolphin
Invitational.
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J.J. 'Ti,-iy' Freeman

.

·says He Seeks Office
·So He Can Visit Pals
I

• • •

GOP · Congressional Candidate .
Runs Race l~,rom Seattle Bar,
.i: Urges Wine for Every Rummy.

I

. By JAMES E. B)'LIN
P.fn.f! Roportc1· of 'l:'HE 'VAJ,T, STREF:T JOURNAL

SEATTLE-J. J : "Tiny" F-r eeman doesn't
exactly fit the stereotype of a good Republic~
or a gQOd congressional candidate.
Consider first his appea.rance . .Mr. Free-.
-man, the GOP candidate in ·washington's 1th
Congressional District here, stands six feet, six
.inches tall, weighs 275 J)ounds and habitually
sports a derby hat atop his bushy hair1W!hether he is indqors or out. He wears a. •"l'lny
Freeman for Congress'' T-shirt over a "Tiny.
Freeman for O>ngress" sweat shirt.
His behavior is ailso distincMve. A highly:
·boisterous fell ow, he m'lxes equal parts of p~
fanlty with herculean belches ;ts he campaigns
'out of a. cavernous downtown tave.rn where he
~iubricate·s himself with·great quantities of dar~.
·beer, ' meanwhile -collecting caimpaign funds izJ
en old wine bottle.
·
. .His motives aiso set hiqi apart. He says M
wants to be ·a O>ngressman because "I dig -the
- bread," adding that he is too able-.bo_!iied to get
on welfare .. <He does .work occasionally, as •
tugboe.t deck hand an~ a bluegrass-music dis~
.tockey.) But whHe the $42,500-a-year safa.ry for
O:mgressmen is a big lure, Tiny isn't just inter·
ested tn money. "I have friends in Maryland
'and Virginia that I haven'•t seen for a long
ttme. ThiR would be a good excuse to visit
.t hem," he says.
~ In November's genera·l e·l cdlon, Tlny ts
~learly a dark ho1·se (privately he rotes the
Odds 20 to 1 against himself, which may prove
optlmdstlc). Hts opponent is a four-term 4ncum~
bent, Rep. B~k Adams, a Ubeml Democrat,
who has swamped hts more conventional opponents by 2-to-1 mAlrgins in the past two elec~
~Ions. Tlny's campatcn; Urougb, isn't exactly
~ineered to bridge Ute matrustream of poltti·
1
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